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Abstract
Success in sports is a complex phenomenon that has only garnered limited research
attention. In particular, we lack a deep scientific understanding of success in sports
like tennis and the factors that contribute to it. Here, we study the unfolding of tennis
players’ careers to understand the role of early career stages and the impact of
specific tournaments on players’ trajectories. We employ a comprehensive approach
combining network science and analysis of the Association of Tennis Professionals
(ATP) tournament data and introduce a novel method to quantify tournament
prestige based on the eigenvector centrality of the co-attendance network of
tournaments. Focusing on the interplay between participation in central
tournaments and players’ performance, we find that the level of the tournament
where players achieve their first win is associated with becoming a top player. This
work sheds light on the critical role of the initial stages in the progression of players’
careers, offering valuable insights into the dynamics of success in tennis.
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1 Introduction
Understanding the complex mechanisms behind the origin of success is a challenging task
that has captured the attention of researchers in recent years, as it encompasses a wide
range of systems. To mention some examples, paper citations [1–3] and funding [4] in
science, start-ups [5], show business [6], art [7] and cryptoart [8, 9] ecosystems, music
[10–12], and other creative careers [13, 14], have been investigated to date.

A common issue in these systems is to unambiguously distinguish between performance
and success [15]. Whereas performance refers to objectively measurable accomplishments
in a particular field [16], such as the publication record of a scientist [17], success repre-
sents the reward of a given level of performance [18], intended as its collective recognition,
such as the citation impact in science [1, 18] or prize and awards in fields like music [11].
However, assessing the impact of creative work only through prizes and fame might fail to
consider the abilities of the individuals involved, that is, to disentangle performance from
success [15].
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Sports allow us to overcome this issue. First, they offer objective metrics for evaluat-
ing performance, like the winning record of an athlete or a team [19]. Most importantly,
successful players are identifiable by the reward system of the sport itself, i.e. rankings
based on score systems, especially in individual sports based on knockout tournaments.
In fact, sports rankings depend on criteria that are external to the athletes’ performance,
i.e., the quality of a tournament (also called tourney) has an apriori fixed value and points
are distributed accordingly to the round reached in it [20]. Therefore, unlike the previ-
ous literature on sports [16], here we consider the ranking as a metric of success that is
inherently provided by sports rules, not determined by the popularity of players.

Although few works have analyzed sports disciplines from a complex systems perspec-
tive [16, 21–24], the determinants of successful careers in sports remain elusive. Particu-
larly, we lack a systematic analysis of the impact of early career stages on players’ future
achievements, despite the proven importance of these initial stages in many different kinds
of careers [25]. Often, we imagine the top players as predestined champions who need to
be extraordinarily talented and hard-working to get to the top [26]. Yet, evidence suggests
that a combination of talent and effort does not guarantee success [27, 28]. Rather, some
initial fortuitous events might play a role in shaping the evolution of top players’ careers, as
shown for individual sports [23, 24, 26]. The role of chance at the early stages can be later
amplified by a cumulative advantage dynamic [29]. The aforementioned elements provide
compelling reasons to delve into the trajectories of players’ careers, i.e., the temporal se-
quences of the competitions they attended.

Here, we focus on tennis and aim to analyze the key factors behind top players’ success
at the beginning of their careers. Specifically, we analyze the career progressions of pro-
fessional male players between 2000 and 2019. We collect data from the official rankings
of the Association of Tennis Professionals (ATP) [30], along with the results of matches
from various tournaments [31]. The top tennis athletes are identified by their career peak,
which is determined by the highest number of ranking points they have achieved in the
ATP rankings. Through our analysis, we observe distinctive characteristics among accom-
plished players compared to others, including longer career spans and a pattern of consis-
tently higher ranking points throughout their career’s initial stages.

We hypothesize that the rise of top players in tennis is associated with their performance
in high-level competitions early on in their careers. This phenomenon is akin to the suc-
cess of well-known artists who gain recognition from showcasing their initial work at pres-
tigious institutions [7]. In fact, the prestige of the first venues in which artists perform is
crucial to their future success, as the same artwork may receive different responses from
the audience based on the prestige of the institution where it is first exhibited. Similarly,
players with comparable performance in more (less) relevant events may get more (less)
attention from the rest of the tennis community. To test our hypothesis, we introduce a
novel approach to quantify the level of ATP tournaments, which not only includes their
historical prestige but also takes into account the participation of players. This method,
based on network science principles, presents a contribution that, to our knowledge, has
not been explored in the existing literature on tennis. Previous studies have used networks
solely to analyze match relationships [20, 26, 32, 33]. We expand upon this by constructing
a network of co-attendance among tennis tournaments, where nodes represent tourneys,
and links are created based on players’ trajectories, that is, a link connects two tourneys if
there is at least one player who competed in these two tourneys during his career. Conse-
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quently, we can establish connections between competitions that may be geographically
distant or temporally separated. By leveraging this co-attendance network, we derive a
measure of tournament prestige using eigenvector centrality [34], following the method-
ology of Ref. [7].

In the following sections, we will show that the level of the tourney where players secure
their first match win allows us to characterize future successful players. First, we group
career trajectories and analyze the difference between bottom, middle, and top players,
focusing on the initial stages of their careers. Second, we identify highly central tourna-
ments using the constructed co-attendance network. We then associate the tourney level
with players’ performance, assessed by their first match win, and we find a relation with
top players’ trajectories. Finally, we check the robustness of our findings using two distinct
null models.

2 Results
2.1 Characterizing patterns in tennis careers
We study the evolution of the careers of male professional tennis players from 2000 to
2019. We obtained data from the official ranking of the ATP [30, 31], together with the
match results of different tournaments: Grand Slam (the competitions with the highest
value in terms of winner points), Masters 1000, ATP 500 and 250, Challenger (the com-
petitions with the lowest value in our dataset) [31]. We selected players who started their
careers in the timespan of our dataset and had at least two years of activity. We consider
3455 players and 651 tourneys, specifically 4 Grand Slams, 11 Masters 1000, 98 ATP 500
and 250, and 538 Challengers.

To distinguish between top and less successful tennis players, we group them according
to the maximum amount of points they reached in the ATP ranking, which ranks players
based on the score points they accumulate during a season [30]. We can conceive the
ATP ranking as a first proxy of success, as it might weigh similar outcomes of players’
performance, which would be winning or losing one or more matches, in very different
ways. For instance, winning a match in the round of 32 awards 5 points in a Challenger
and 90 points in a Grand Slam. Thus, rather than relying on popularity to quantify success
in sports [16], we explore the dynamics of success embedded in tennis rules, neglecting the
influence of subsequent elements such as prize money, income, popularity, sponsors, etc.
Moreover, we use the highest number of points players reach in the ATP ranking (namely,
their career peak) instead of ranking placements. The reason is that the point totals of
players with consecutive ranks can vary significantly. For example, consider three players
ranked 1, 2, and 3, with point totals of 12,000, 10,000, and 9995, respectively. Although
players ranked 1 and 2 are only one position apart from each other, as well as players
ranked 2 and 3, there is a greater point difference (2000 points) between players ranked 1
and 2 than between players ranked 2 and 3 (5 points). Therefore, using point totals instead
of placements allows us to assess differences between players more accurately. Also, it lets
us compare rankings with varying numbers of players over the years.

We split male tennis players into three groups: Top players are defined by those with a
career peak above the 95th percentile (top 5%); bottom players are within the 40th per-
centile (bottom 40%); the 55% left composes the middle group. Individual timelines of
players within each of these three groups and their respective ranking points are reported
in panel A of Fig. 1. Because players can start their careers at different times, we aligned
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Figure 1 Group splitting among the players, based on their career peak. A Timelines of the ranking points
accumulated through the career of players within each group. All individual sequences have been aligned
according to appearances in ATP tournaments. Differences between player groups are visible in both
(i) accumulated points and (ii) the number of appearances in the ranking. B Career peak distribution for the
whole community of players relative to the length of the player’s career. The peak occurs after the first half of
their careers. C Career peak distributions after splitting players into groups. For all groups, the ranking peak
appears between 50% and 75% of the players’ career length. Histograms in panels B-C are normalized so that
bar heights sum to 1 and are reported with a Kernel Density Estimation of the data (continuous curves)

their trajectories by the first appearance in the ATP rankings. Thus, a player’s trajectory
is a time series composed of the sequence of ATP ranking updates. These updates occur
weekly, with the exception of the weeks of the Grand Slams and few other tournaments
which last longer (consequently, the ranking is run approximately 45 times a year) [30].
As long as a player is still active (i.e., an ATP professional player), he will appear in the
ranking.
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Figure 2 Overall trend of male tennis players in ATP ranking. A Survival rate of players in the ranking from
2000 to 2019. Top players have longer careers (red curve) compared to middle (yellow) and bottom (blue)
players. B Average evolution of ranking points for the groups of players. Top players (in red) consistently
accumulate more points compared to the others. C Focus on players’ first ten appearances of their careers,
which shows a clear group separation between top (red dots), middle (yellow triangles) and bottom (blue
squares) players

Our analysis is based on the peak of professional tennis players’ careers, prompting the
question of whether this peak is obtained at a consistent time across all individuals within
our dataset. To answer this question, we look at the time distribution of career peak, first
considering the aggregated data, then each group separately (respectively, panels B and
C of Fig. 1). To avoid right-censoring bias [35], we exclude active players from Fig. 1B-C
(more details are provided in the Supplementary Information, where we report the case
without the right-censoring correction in Figure S1, see Additional file 1). To deal with
different career lengths, we normalize the time of the career peak of each player according
to their career duration. We find a common tendency for the peak to occur after the first
half of players’ careers in all three groups. This result, previously observed only for the top
players [36, 37], suggests that peak time is not closely related to individual success.

Observing the individual sequences of the three groups in Fig. 1A, we notice marked
differences between them, both in ranking appearances and accumulated points. In par-
ticular, the bottom players have shorter careers compared to the other groups. We further
investigate this by looking at the survival rate [38] of tennis players in our dataset, bearing
in mind that in this context “surviving” at time t means still playing or, in other words,
being in the ATP ranking. The results are shown in panel A of Fig. 2. The bottom play-
ers’ survival curve (in blue) is the shortest and goes rapidly to zero (decay starts before
100 appearances), followed by the middle players’ (in yellow), which starts decaying a few
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Figure 3 Performance comparison for tennis players, considering their first tourneys with a win. A Probability
for players of having at least a given number of distinct tourneys in which they have won one or more
matches. Top players (red dots) have higher chances of winning more matches, once they have won their
first, within the first ten tournaments they attended. B Probability for players of winning their first match in a
tourney t, with 1 ≤ t ≤ 100. Top players (red dots) win their first match later than the others

rank updates later but at a slower rate. Conversely, the top players’ curve (in red) starts
falling much later (at around 400 rank updates) and at a slower decay rate, meaning that
they have longer professional careers, in line with previous work [39]. We also reported
the survival rate of all players (in gray) for reference.

To highlight when the group differences in accumulated points appear, we take the av-
erage of the sequences shown in Fig. 1A, which results in the trend of Fig. 2B: We can
observe that the top players have more ranking points compared to the others. Such a dis-
crepancy in the number of points could be interpreted as a mere artifact of our definition
of top/middle/bottom players. Yet, this difference emerges from the beginning, as indi-
cated in panel C of Fig. 2, which zooms in on the points cumulated in only the first ten
appearances of a player in the ATP ranking. Note that here we consider all players, thus
including active players. See Figure S2 of the SI for an analysis that considers only those
players who started and ended their careers in the dataset, checking for the eventual ef-
fects of right-censored data on Fig. 2B.

The initial gap in the average amount of points between the top players and the others
may arise from different mechanisms. A first explanation for such a gap may lie in the
differences in players’ performance. That is, top players may win more matches from the
early stages of their careers, leading to the gap forming. To compare performance across
the groups, we first consider the number of competitions in which a player wins at least one
match. Panel A of Fig. 3 shows the probability P that a player, with at least one match won,
reports a win in more than a given number of tourneys, within the first ten (see Methods
for the mathematical definition). Top players (red dots) have higher chances of winning
more matches, once they have won their first, at the beginning of their career. However, if
we look at the probability P of players winning their first match in a certain tourney t after
they turned professional (Fig. 3B, see Methods for the mathematical formulation), we do
not see top players emerge. On the contrary, top players tend to win their first match later
than the others.

The results of Fig. 3 show that, even though top players achieve more victories after their
initial one, they have difficulty in winning their very first match during the early stages of
their career. This counterintuitive behavior points out that players’ performance is not
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enough to explain the formation of the gap between top and less accomplished athletes.
Hence, other mechanisms might be at play. For instance, our analysis so far has not taken
into account the prestige of the different tournaments that players can attend at the be-
ginning of their careers. Therefore, having illustrated the scenario of the initial stages of
players’ careers in men’s professional tennis, we investigate the influence of the first tour-
naments they can access, together with their results. We aim to untangle the importance
of early participation in more prestigious competitions from how players perform in those
competitions.

2.2 The co-attendance network
Early access to prestigious tournaments could affect the career trajectories of players in
the ATP circuit in a non-trivial way. Those trajectories then create complex relationships
between players and tourneys. Indeed, players do not have the possibility to participate
in all available tournaments and choose which tourney to sign up for based not only on
their own skills but also on the characteristics of tourneys themselves (e.g., the court),
their relevance during a season (preceding or succeeding famous events, for example),
and their prestige. One could quantify tournament prestige from their prizes in terms of
awarded points. Yet, assessing the tourney level based only on prizes does not capture the
prestige perceived by the players and determined by their choices. Following Ref. [7], we
propose a new method to assess the level of a certain ATP tournament, which not only
captures its historical prestige but also includes the reciprocal influence of players and the
reputation of a given competition. More importantly, this method does not require any
previous knowledge about the tournaments or their prize points. We define a network
where nodes are ATP tourneys and links depend on players’ careers. A directed link (i, j)
is created when a player first competes in tourney i, then in tourney j, and is weighted by
the number of players who have the same attendance sequence [7] (see panel A of Fig. 4
for an example). Note that we connect tourney i to all consecutive tournaments attended
by a player and not only to the tourney attended immediately after i. Thus, we consider the
effects of all the competition choices that players made during their careers in the data. In
this way, the movements of players link competitions far in space and time, and recurrent
movements signal that those competitions tend to co-occur in players’ careers.

The resulting network has 659 nodes and 255,055 edges. We focus on the largest strongly
connected component of the original network, which has 651 nodes and 254,583 links;
from now on, we refer to the largest component as our network (see Table S1 in the SI for
more details on the features of the network, such as its density and clustering coefficient).

From the co-attendance network, we can extract a measure of tourney prestige that cor-
relates with the importance of tournaments in terms of their points. The prestige of a tour-
nament can be derived from the topology of the network, using the eigenvector centrality
[7, 40] (see also Methods for the mathematical definition we used). This definition cap-
tures the historical level of the competitions (Fig. 4B), expressed by the maximum number
of points assigned to each tournament category (the allocation of points awarded per tour-
nament is explained in the Methods section and summarized in Table S2 of the SI). Note
that identifying tournaments based on their awarded points still remains a categorical def-
inition, as tourneys belonging to the same categories award the same points in each round,
in general (see Table S2 of the SI).

We divide competitions into three groups based on their centrality: The most presti-
gious tournaments are in the top 10% (above the 90th percentile), and we refer to them as
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Figure 4 Network diagram and comparison between network centrality and ATP level of tournaments.
A Example of a co-attendance network generated by the trajectory of a player’s career. In this case, a player’s
trajectory consists of four Grand Slam tourneys, from the US Open to Wimbledon (sequence on top of the
panel). The resulting network has four nodes and six links. B Comparison between network-based prestige,
expressed by the eigenvector centrality (x axis), and the hierarchy of tourneys in the ATP, represented by the
points assigned to the winner (y axis). The plot shows that the network-based prestige is positively correlated
with the ATP hierarchy. C Histogram of the network-based prestige (that is, the eigenvector centrality) per
tournament category in the ATP. The panel indicates that all categories can have tournaments with high (to
the right of the dashed line) or low (to the left of the dashed-dotted line) centrality, spanning several orders of
magnitude, except for Grand Slams (dark blue bars)

high-level tourneys; the bottom 50% (below the 50th percentile) of the competitions are
labeled as low-level tournaments; the others fall into the medium-level group of events.
Tournaments belonging to the same category in the ATP can have vastly different cen-
tralities, suggesting that the network topology allows a fine-grained distinction between
them that cannot be obtained by looking at categories only (see Fig. 4C). Having defined
the level of the tourneys, we now focus on the possible connections between those levels
and the success of players in the ATP circuit. These connections are crucial to determine
whether the opportunity of competing in a given tournament could be more relevant than,
or at least as relevant as, players’ abilities.

2.3 Early access to prestigious tournaments and the impact of the first win
We check the possible differences in tournament attendance within the first ten tour-
naments of athletes’ professional careers on the ATP circuit (left panels of Fig. 5). First,
in Fig. 5A, we observe the eigenvector centrality of the first ten tournaments for each
group of players based on their career peak. We find that, at the beginning of their career,
players attend competitions with comparable centrality, having median values in between
the thresholds (dashed lines) of tournament splitting (we consider the median due to the
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Figure 5 Analysis of players’ attendance (left panels) and first win (right panels). A Centrality trend for the first
ten tournaments attended per group of players. B Centrality trend of the first match win within the first ten
tourneys per group of players. C Fractions of players who participated in a tournament of a given level within
the first ten competitions. Bars of the same color, each identifying a given group of players, add to 1.
D Fractions of players who have their first win in a tournament of a given level within their first ten
competitions. Again, bars of the same color sum up to 1. E Graphical representation of the distribution of the
centrality of the first ten tournaments for each group of players. F Graphical representation of the distribution
of the centrality of the first win for each group of players. The dashed (dashed-dotted) lines refer to the high
(low) level threshold of tourney splitting. The plots show that top players (in red) behave differently from the
others only when considering their first match win

asymmetric distribution of the centrality in our network, as shown in Figure S3 of the SI).
Only after a considerable number of tourneys do top players attend only high-level tourna-
ments, which means that they consistently participate in events having a central position
in the co-attendance network (see Figure S4 in the SI). Then, we inspect the fraction of
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players who enter a certain tourney of a given level at the beginning of their career (panel
C of Fig. 5). We do not observe a pronounced prevalence of future top players in high-level
competitions (red bars in Fig. 5C).

Interestingly, we find no significant differences in the prestige of tournaments players
can access when their careers start. One might argue that the seasonality of tournaments
plays a role, hence affecting the centrality of players’ first competitions: In other words,
if the centrality of the first tourneys of the season is around the median value, we should
expect the trend observed in panel A of Fig. 5. Nonetheless, professional players can start
their career on the ATP tournament circuit at any time during a competitive season, co-
incident with the calendar year. Therefore, the centrality of the opening tournaments of
the season (in other words, the tournaments organized in January/February) does not de-
termine the entire trend of Fig. 5A. Consequently, players’ first attended tournaments can
vary widely from athlete to athlete. It is also worth mentioning that we neglect the influ-
ence of the junior circuit on players’ professional development. According to some studies
[41–43], the youth career could impact the future success of an athlete in tennis. Even if
that impact were not a prerequisite for professional success [37, 44], young players who
performed well at the junior level could be favored to access more prestigious ATP venues.
However, such an effect, if present, does not create a significant gap among players in terms
of the level of the first attended tourneys. We specify that we do not differentiate players
by age or other factors like country of origin or physical characteristics (e.g., height, left-
handed or right-handed, etc.).

Since no patterns emerge when looking at tournament attendance, one might ask if there
are differences related to performance. In our framework, tennis performance is expressed
by the outcome of matches. Thus, we check for patterns linking the victory of matches
and the start of players’ professional careers in the ATP circuit. To do so, we focus on
the first win of a match at the beginning of tennis players’ careers. Specifically, we are
interested in the first victory in the main draw (i.e., the starting lineup of a tourney after
the qualification rounds) of the first ten tournaments they attended. We consider the first
match win because it allows us to directly compare the outcome of players’ performance
for all the competitors. To visualize the relationship between the first win and the tourney
level, in terms of centrality, we refer to the right panels of Fig. 5. In Fig. 5B, the eigenvector
centrality of the top players is the only one above the threshold of high-level competitions.
Note that the trend remains constant irrespective of the time of the first win, indicating
that there is no distinction between winning earlier (within the first five tourneys) or later
(after the sixth tourney). We find that most of the top players (around 70%) have their
first win in the main draw of a high-level tournament (Fig. 5D). Furthermore, only top
players can be identified by looking at the prestige of their first match win. Both middle
and bottom players have similar behavior (Fig. 5D), and their first victory rarely occurs in
high-level competitions.

To better understand the discrepancy in the behavior of top players, either when we
consider only their attendance or when we add their first win, we compare the boxplots of
the centrality of the players’ first tournaments with that of their first win (see panels E and
F of Fig. 5, respectively, while a fine-grained visualization is available in the SI, Figure S5).
In this way, we observe a clear difference between the two situations. In Fig. 5E, there is
no distinction between the top, middle, and bottom players, with respect to the network-
based prestige of the first tournaments they attended. Panel F of Fig. 5, instead, shows that
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the average centrality of the first win of the top players crosses the threshold of high-level
tourneys. In particular, the top players’ boxplot is the only one that changes from panel E
to F, which means that the higher prestige of the top players’ first win cannot be explained
by the average level of the first attended tourneys. Panels E and F of Fig. 5 highlight the
relationship between the prestige of the tournament in which the top players win their
first match in a main draw and their future success. To further validate our analysis, we
computed the correlation between (1) the player’s career peak and the median centrality
of the first tournaments they played; and (2) the player’s career peak and the centrality of
the tourney where they got their first win in a main draw. We use Spearman’s correlation
coefficient and find that rs,1 = –0.008ns and rs,2 = 0.47∗∗∗, where ns and ∗∗∗ indicate the level
of significance of the two values, that is, the p-value is greater than 0.05 (not significant)
and less than 0.001 (significant), respectively.

Whether comparing players in groups or directly through their maximum number of
points, we conclude that the prestige of the tournament where they first win a match in
the main draw is a revealing factor for the future career of male tennis players. In the
Supplementary Information, we show two examples of individual career progression be-
fore and after their first win, each time comparing a middle and a top player having won
their first match in a tournament of the same ATP category but different centrality level
(Figure S6). It should be noted that taking the qualification rounds into account does not
appreciably change our findings (see Figure S7 of the SI). Furthermore, we do not assume
that players should attend at least ten tournaments to be in the dataset, and we do not
exclude active players, but adding these constraints does not significantly alter our results
(see Figures S8-S9 in the SI). Lastly, we check the eventual relationship between rank-
ing points and tournament centrality. We observe that the increase in ranking points that
players had a week after winning their first match is only weakly correlated either with the
centrality of the tourney in which they had their first win or with their future success (see
Figure S10 in the SI).

2.4 Significance of the results
To assess the significance of our findings, we build two distinct null models for the net-
work of co-attendance of ATP tournaments. Building on previous work [1, 7], we proceed
as follows (Fig. 6A): In the first model, we reshuffle the careers of each player individually
so that the events they play are the same but have a different temporal order; in the second
model, we reshuffle all the competitions attended by the players, so that each player’s ca-
reer has the same number of events, but it can consist of different tourneys. In both cases,
all temporal correlations are destroyed. We choose these two randomizations because they
focus on different aspects: The first randomization preserves not only the number of com-
petitions but also the actual events players attended; the second randomization preserves
the number of tournaments of each player and the distribution of competitions among all
players, destroying, however, the possible player-tourney correlations.

We repeat these two randomizations multiple times to create an ensemble of 500 ran-
dom realizations. We specify that in both configurations we preserve the information
about the time of the first win as given by the data. Therefore, the randomizations would
only change the corresponding tournament in the sequence, but not when the first win of
a player occurred (as illustrated by the asterisk in Fig. 6 A). For each realization, we build
the correspondent co-attendance network and evaluate tournament centrality, consider-
ing the prestige of competitions as done in the data.
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Figure 6 Results of the two distinct null models. A Comparison of the different randomizations: in the first
model (career reshuffle), player i has the same tourneys, but the temporal sequence is different (same shapes
in a different order), while in the second model (tourney reshuffle) some competitions are different from the
original sequence of tournaments of i (some shapes have changed). The asterisk marks the unchanged time
of the first win (while the shapes, i.e., the tourneys, are different). B Boxplots of the random distribution of the
centrality of the first ten tournaments after players’ careers have been reshuffled. C Boxplots of the random
distribution of the centrality of the first victory for each group of players after their careers have been
reshuffled. D Boxplots the random distribution of the centrality of the first ten tournaments, having
randomized all the tournaments among the players. E Boxplots of the random distribution of the centrality of
the first win for each group of players, having randomized all tournaments among the players. In both
models, different from the data, the effect of attendance is indistinguishable from the first win

We analyze the average distributions of tournament centrality per group of players, thus
keeping the possible relationships between players’ success and prestige of their initial ten
competitions. We follow the order of tourney attendance and define tournament levels
based on their importance in the null models. Panels B to E of Fig. 6 show that the null
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Table 1 Spearman’s correlation coefficients for the null models, related to players’ participation and
first win, within the initial ten tournaments. We also report the correlation coefficients found in the
data for comparison

Null model Attendance First win

r̄s,1 ±σrs,1 r̄s,2 ±σrs,2

Career reshuffle 0.182±0.005 0.14±0.03
Tourney reshuffle 0.001±0.007 0.01±0.03
Data –0.008ns 0.47∗∗∗

models cannot reproduce at the same time both the prestige of the tournaments attended
and that of the first match win in the early stage of top players’ professional career in tennis
(Fig. 5E-F).

The reshuffle of the individual sequences of tournaments per player increases the gap be-
tween top and middle-bottom players: given the cyclic nature of individual sports, where
competitions repeat themselves every year around the same week, players are encouraged
to attend the same tourneys season after season, to preserve or improve their amount of
points. It follows that reshuffling the careers of top players only anticipates those tourna-
ments they start to play once they have already reached the top. In contrast to empirical
data, consequently, top players tend to compete more in high-level tournaments from the
beginning of their professional careers, so that they are more likely to win their first match
in highly central competitions (panels B-C of Fig. 6).

On the other hand, the randomization of all tourneys destroys the cyclic trend of sports
based on seasonal tournaments. Thus, we do not expect significant differences in the level
of competition among players or any eventual correlation between their career peak and
their results. Indeed, we observe in Fig. 6D-E that there is no distinction between the
groups and no patterns emerge in the prestige of their tournaments.

We also compare the mean value of Spearman’s correlation coefficients for both null
models over all configurations. As described for the data, we computed the correlation
between (1) the player’s career peak and the centrality of the first tournaments they played,
and (2) the player’s career peak and the centrality of the tourney where they got their
first win in a main draw. The results of both randomizations are summarized in Table 1.
When reshuffling individual sequences, we observe that the athlete’s career peak is slightly
positively correlated with both the centrality of the first tournaments attended and the
centrality of the first win. Instead, when we randomize all possible tournaments among
the players, we find almost zero correlation in both cases.

Whereas we find a significant difference between these two correlation coefficients in
the data, we observe that such a discrepancy is not significantly different from zero for
both null models. This means that the behavior we observe in the data cannot happen by
chance, i.e., the discrepancy between the centrality of the first tourneys top players attend
compared to where they first win a match in their professional career is not random. Thus,
the prestige of the tournament where male tennis players have their first win is a predictor
of their future careers.

3 Discussion
In this work, we analyze the career evolution of tennis players to uncover the key fea-
tures that characterize top players and their future achievements. To do so, we introduce
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a network-based ranking of tournaments that captures the underlying connections cre-
ated by players’ movements in the ATP circuit according to their attendance. Our focus
is on the early stages of tennis players’ career and we look at the level of tourneys they
attend upon entering the ATP circuit. We find that participation in tournaments of dif-
ferent levels is not a good predictor of athletes’ success. Instead, we find that the level of
the tourney where players win their first match allows us to identify the top players. We
conclude that the first match win in highly central tournaments is a revealing factor for
the future success of male tennis players.

We can speculate on possible explanations for this relationship between the prestige of
the first win and the success in tennis. Up-and-coming players who win at a central venue
might have their visibility boosted, attracting the attention of the rest of the tennis commu-
nity, especially talent scouts and tournament organizers. The former could bring motiva-
tion, new staff, and perhaps even fans, ultimately reaching a broader audience through the
media. The latter could award promising players with a wild card, which would allow them
to access more relevant tournaments without the required ranking (wild cards are awarded
at the discretion of the organizers) [30]. These circumstances would boost players’ con-
fidence in the management of highly demanding matches, both physically and mentally.
Also, players with comparable performance, but in a less prestigious event, receive fewer
ranking points. Therefore, a first win in a prestigious competition paves the way for ac-
cessing more and more important tournaments. Additionally, the economic benefits of
winning in tennis (partially due to the prize money of the tourneys themselves, more com-
monly related to sponsorship and advertising) could play a role in shaping players’ careers.

Our findings highlight the impact of the initial stages of players’ careers, as a single match
win can affect their future trajectories. Furthermore, they advocate for a deeper investiga-
tion of the economic implications that follow relevant sports results and might influence
the professional development of players.

4 Methods
4.1 Ranking point scale
Professional male tennis players accumulate points in the ATP ranking during a season
(52 weeks). Any new result cancels out the corresponding one from the previous year, if
present, so the rankings are updated approximately every week [30]. Tournaments of dif-
ferent ATP categories award different point scales. Within each category, players generally
compete for the same (fixed) number of points in each round. Among the competitions
we considered in this work, Challengers are the less prestigious, as awarded points vary
from 3 (to the loser of the first round of qualifications) up to 125 (winner of the tourney),
whereas Grand Slams are the most prestigious, as players’ awards range from 8 to 2000
points. The other tourneys fall in between: Masters 1000 points vary from 8 to 1000; ATP
500 points scale from 4 to 500; ATP 250 points range from 3 to 250. Detailed scales per
tournament are available in the SI (Table S2).

4.2 Statistics of match wins
In Fig. 3A, we show that players belonging to a group i have a probability Pi(T ≥ t) of
attending at least t tourneys where they win a match, within the first ten tournaments of
their career in the ATP. This probability results from the cumulative distribution of the
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function pi(t):

Pi(T ≥ t) =
∫ ∞

t
pi

(
t′)dt′. (1)

Where pi(t) is the fraction of players of a group i = {top, middle, bottom} with a win w in
exactly t attended tourneys, with 1 ≤ t ≤ 10, namely:

pi(t) =
Ni(w = t)∑10
s=1 Ni(w = s)

. (2)

We also consider the probability P that players have won their first match since becom-
ing professional in a given tourney t (Fig. 3B). Equation (3) reports the fraction of players
who have their first win at time t, that is, at the tournament 1 ≤ t ≤ 100, grouped by their
career peak. Given the players in the group i with their first win w∗ at the time t, we can
write the following:

Pi
(
t, w∗) =

Ni(t, w∗)
Ni(t)

. (3)

Where Pi(t, w∗) is the fraction of players with their first win w∗ at time t, that is the ratio
of the number of athletes Ni(t, w∗) with their first win w∗ at time t, divided by the number
of players who competed at time t, Ni(t).

4.3 Network centrality
The co-attendance network of tennis tournaments is based on the career trajectories of the
players in our data. This results in a weighted directed network, where nodes are tourneys
and links (i, j) are created when players first attend tournament i, then j. Link weights
are obtained by the number of times different players generate the same link. Specifically,
every link (i, j) has a weight ω̃ij = ωij

ωmax
, normalized to the maximum possible weight found

in the network, i.e., ωmax = max(ωij). We use the topology of the co-attendance network to
assess the prestige of tourneys. Specifically, we rely on the eigenvector centrality xi [34],
defined for a node i in a directed network as proportional to the centralities of the nodes
that point to i [40]:

xi = κ–1
1

∑
j

Aijxj. (4)

Where the term κ1 represents the largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix A whose
elements are Aij.
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